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Abstract

Selectivity estimation is an important step of query optimization in a database management system, and multi-dimen-
sional histogram techniques have proved promising for selectivity estimation. Recent multi-dimensional histogram tech-
niques such as GenHist and STHoles use an arbitrary bucket layout. This layout has the advantage of requiring a
smaller number of buckets to model tuple densities than those required by the traditional grid or recursive layouts. How-
ever, the arbitrary bucket layout brings an inherent disadvantage of requiring more memory to store each bucket location
information. This diminishes the advantage of requiring fewer buckets and, therefore, has an adverse effect on the resulting
selectivity estimation accuracy. To our knowledge, however, no existing histogram-based technique with arbitrary layout
addresses this issue. In this paper, we introduce the idea of bucket location compression and then demonstrate its effective-
ness for improving selectivity estimation accuracy by proposing the STHoles+ technique. STHoles+ extends STHoles by
quantizing each coordinate of a bucket relative to the coordinate of the smallest enclosing bucket. This quantization
increases the number of histogram buckets that can be stored in the histogram. Our quantization scheme allows STHoles+
to trade precision of histogram bucket locations for storing more buckets. Experimental results show that STHoles+ out-
performs STHoles on various data distributions, query distributions, and other factors such as available memory size,
quantization resolution, and dimensionality of the data space.
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1. Introduction

Selectivity estimation plays a key role in the query processing of a database management system. For
instance, query optimizers use selectivity estimates when choosing the optimal join order for a query execution
plan. It has been shown that selectivity estimation errors can increase exponentially with the number of joins
[1] and, thus, adversely affect the join ordering decisions in query optimization. In this regard, the accuracy of
selectivity estimation is important to fast query execution.

The selectivity estimation problem has been studied extensively in the existing literature [2–16]. One class of
solutions is based on histograms. Histogram-based techniques [2–4,9,11–13] have the advantages that they are
simple and make estimations quickly. Moreover, they are non-parametric techniques and, therefore, can
model data of an arbitrary distribution.

Queries considered for selectivity estimation are range queries on one or more attributes. For these queries,
we need multi-dimensional histogram techniques. Single-dimensional histogram techniques may be used under
the assumption that the attributes are uncorrelated, but this assumption is rarely satisfied in real-life data [14].
For more accurate modeling of the joint distribution of correlated attributes, multi-dimensional techniques are
more appropriate.

Two recent multi-dimensional histogram techniques, GenHist [9] and STHoles [4] allow buckets to have an
arbitrary layout instead of the more traditional grid [2,12] or recursive [3,14] layout. Fig. 1 shows examples of
histograms that are built using the three types of bucket layouts. (These bucket layouts will be described in
Section 2.2.2.) The arbitrary layout requires the smallest number of buckets to accurately model tuple density
in the queried regions. However, this benefit comes at the cost that more memory is required to store each
bucket, particularly its location information (e.g., coordinates). This cost diminishes the benefit and, therefore,
has an adverse effect on the resulting selectivity estimation accuracy. Thus, it is desirable to reduce the cost.
One natural approach to this is to compress ‘‘buckets’’ (specifically, their location information). As far as we
know, however, no existing work has addressed this issue.

In this paper, we demonstrate the effectiveness of histogram compression by proposing STHoles+, an arbi-
trary bucket layout multi-dimensional histogram technique based on the state-of-the-art STHoles. The reason
for choosing STHoles instead of GenHist (the other arbitrary layout technique) is that in a comprehensive
performance evaluation [4], STHoles is found to give more accurate selectivity estimation than GenHist in
a majority of situations. Additionally, in contrast to GenHist, STHoles does not need to scan the data set
to build and maintain the histogram. This results in a large reduction in the overhead associated with building
and maintaining the histogram, especially when the data set is large. We believe the idea of bucket location
compression can be used for GenHist as well. We defer this to future work.

STHoles+ introduces a scheme called quantized relative coordinates to compress buckets. In this scheme,
each rectangular bucket is represented with the two endpoints of the major diagonal and each endpoint is
aligned with a regular grid inside the surrounding (i.e., parent) bucket. This results in quantizing the coordi-
nates of the points. Then, the quantized coordinates are specified relative to the coordinates of the endpoints
of the parent bucket, and encoded into a binary integer. A detailed explanation of this process will be given in
Section 3.2.1.
Fig. 1. Histogram bucket layouts: (a) grid, (b) arbitrary and (c) recursive.
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Our performance evaluations show that STHoles+ achieves higher selectivity estimation accuracy than
STHoles for various data distributions, query distributions, and other factors such as the available memory
size, the resolution of coordinate quantization, and the dimensionality of the data space (i.e., Cartesian space
formed by the query attributes). The advantage of STHoles+ over STHoles becomes more significant as the
memory becomes more limited or the dimensionality becomes higher. (In both cases the selectivity estimation
accuracy decreases for both STHoles and STHoles+.)

We make the following main contributions through this paper:

• We propose using bucket location compression for building and maintaining more memory-efficient arbi-
trary layout histograms.

• We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach by proposing a new technique, STHoles+, for multi-
dimensional selectivity estimation. STHoles+ is the first histogram technique to use bucket location com-
pression. By taking advantage of the state-of-the-art STHoles technique, it continues to show the strength
of STHoles while improving the selectivity estimation accuracy further by storing more buckets within the
same amount of memory.

• We present a concrete design of the STHoles+ technique and demonstrate its performance (i.e., selectivity
estimation accuracy) advantage over STHoles through a series of experiments.

The remaining sections are organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the related work with a primary focus
on histogram-based selectivity estimation techniques. Section 3 describes the details of STHoles and the new
STHoles+ techniques. Section 4 presents the experiments performed to compare the two techniques. Section 5
summarizes the paper and suggests future work.

2. Related work

We discuss the related work in three steps of narrowing the focus. First, we give a brief overview of different
selectivity estimation techniques, including histogram-based ones. Second, we provide a taxonomy of the his-
togram-based techniques, including those with an arbitrary bucket layout. Third, we describe two representa-
tive histogram-based techniques with an arbitrary bucket layout.

2.1. Selectivity estimation and estimation techniques

For a relational query optimizer, selectivity estimation is important to determine the order of join
operations. A selection condition is specified as the range of values of attributes on the same relation. Given
such a selection condition, its selectivity is defined as the number of tuples satisfying the condition over the
number of all tuples in the relation. An example of a selection condition is 35 6 Age < 40 AND
80,000 6 Income < 100,000, assuming Age and Income are two attributes in the same relation (e.g., Person).
QEP enumerator

Selectivity estimator

Histogram

query

Query optimizer

(range)

optimal QEP

selectivity

Fig. 2. Selectivity estimation for query optimization.
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Fig. 2 illustrates how histogram-based selectivity estimation is used in query optimization. The selectivity esti-
mator is part of the optimizer, and estimates the selectivity of a range query (part of the query) using histo-
grams. The query execution plan (QEP) enumerator generates an optimal execution plan of the query by
utilizing the selectivity information.

Now we briefly characterize selectivity estimation techniques, identified through a comprehensive survey, in
the categories of sampling, parametric, probabilistic, wavelet-based, and histogram-based techniques. Sampling
techniques [16,17] store a representative subset of the tuples in the data set. Selectivity estimations are then
made by counting the sample tuples in the query region and scaling up the count appropriately. Obtaining
the right representative sample is an important but often hard problem. Parametric techniques [5] use a para-
metric function to model the data set. Examples of parametric functions are probability distribution functions
and polynomial functions describing curves or surfaces [5]. These techniques work well if the data fits the pro-
vided parametric function, but are infeasible otherwise.

Probabilistic techniques [6,7] create a model that captures the conditional probabilities of the attributes. These
techniques work statically and, therefore, cannot accommodate changes of the data set. Wavelet-based tech-
niques [10,11] work by compressing the values of the cumulative distribution function. These techniques can
achieve high accuracy by modeling data at a higher resolution in regions with higher variation in tuple density
[9]. However, it is non-trivial to perform dynamic updates on compressed data [11]. Histogram-based techniques
[2–4,9,11–13] divide the data space into buckets, regions associated with a tuple count. The tuple density is
assumed to be uniform inside each bucket. Under this assumption, selectivity estimations can be done straight-
forwardly by considering only the volumes of the regions intersecting between the query and the buckets.

2.2. Taxonomy of histogram-based selectivity estimation techniques

The taxonomy is based on the histogram update scheme and the histogram bucket layout.

2.2.1. Histogram update scheme

The update scheme determines when a histogram is to be updated. Accordingly, we categorize histogram
techniques into static techniques and dynamic techniques. Dynamic histogram techniques are further catego-
rized into data-driven and query-driven techniques.

Static histogram techniques [9,12,13] build a histogram using all of the tuples in the data set, and then never
update the histogram. Naturally, they perform poorly in situations where the data distribution changes rap-
idly. GenHist [9], to be described in Section 2.3, is the most recent example. In [12], Muralikrishna and DeWitt
introduce the equi-depth histogram technique which recursively partitions the multi-dimensional space into
buckets containing near-uniform tuple density. In [13], Muthukrishnan et al. present near-linear time algo-
rithms that generate static near-optimal bucket ‘‘tilings’’ for the three types of bucket layouts to be discussed
in Section 2.2.2.

Data-driven dynamic histogram techniques [8,15] update or regenerate a histogram as the data changes, in
order to keep the histogram from becoming stale. Gibbons et al. [8] introduce a technique that dynamically
updates a single-dimensional histogram as the data changes. Thaper et al. [15] describe a technique that keeps
a summary of the changes to the data and generates a histogram on demand. Techniques using the data-driven
update scheme do not take advantage of information from query executions that could be used to improve the
accuracy of the histogram.

Query-driven dynamic histogram techniques [2,4] update a histogram based on the tuples returned by que-
ries (called query feedback). Histograms are refined through this feedback process, and, in this regard, are
called ‘‘self-tuning’’ histograms as in STGrid [2] and STHoles [4]. (Section 2.3 contains a further discussion
of STHoles.) The advantage of this update scheme is that the histogram is more refined in regions queried
more frequently.

2.2.2. Histogram bucket layouts

As mentioned in Section 1, there are three types of bucket layouts: grid, arbitrary, and recursive.
Grid bucket layout histograms [2,12] arrange their buckets in rows and columns, as shown in Fig. 1(a). This

layout requires the least amount of memory per bucket among the three types of layouts because storing the



Fig. 3. Histogram techniques employing an arbitrary bucket layout: (a) GenHist and (b) STHoles.
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grid information, comprising only the partition information in each dimension, is sufficient to specify the loca-
tions of all buckets in the histogram. However, due to its rigid layout, it ends up creating many unnecessary
buckets, and thereby ends up with the largest number of buckets among the three types of layouts.

Arbitrary bucket layout histograms [4,9] allow rectangular buckets to be placed at any location, as shown
in Fig. 1(b). As mentioned in Section 1, this layout requires the smallest number of buckets for accurate mod-
eling of tuple density among the three types of layouts. The reason is that only the necessary buckets need to
be created due to the layout’s flexible bucket placement independent of other buckets. By the same token, this
layout requires the most memory per bucket among the three types because buckets’ locations should be spec-
ified separately for each bucket. We have found two histogram techniques in this category: GenHist [9] and
STHoles [4]. GenHist’s bucket layout is completely arbitrary, whereas the STHoles’ bucket layout is slightly
restricted—buckets are not allowed to overlap. (Section 2.3 covers these two techniques further.)

Recursive bucket layout histograms [3,14] create buckets by recursively partitioning the data space in only
dimension each time, as shown in Fig. 1(c). Its bucket geometry is a mixture of those of the other two types.
Hence, naturally the number of buckets and the amount of memory required per bucket for this layout are
between those of the other two layouts.

2.3. Histogram techniques using the arbitrary bucket layout

GenHist [9] and STHoles [4] are the two histogram techniques we have found to use the arbitrary bucket
layout. Both can benefit from the bucket location compression.

GenHist is a static histogram technique that creates a histogram consisting of rectangular buckets. Fig. 3(a)
depicts a GenHist histogram. The histogram is constructed using the following heuristic approach: while
increasing the regular grid spacing starting with a given smallest size, select a given number of densest grid
cells and make each of them into a bucket. The resulting histogram may contain overlapping buckets. When
estimating selectivities for regions where two or more buckets overlap, the sum of the densities of the buckets
is used. GenHist does not make use of query feedback and is difficult to tune due to multiple parameters such
as the initial grid spacing, the number of buckets created in each iteration, and the rate at which the grid spac-
ing increases for each iteration [4].

STHoles is a dynamic histogram technique that has an arbitrary layout with the restriction that buckets
may not overlap, as depicted in Fig. 3(b). It allows buckets to be contained within other buckets, thus creating
a parent–child hierarchy of buckets. STHoles uses query feedback to capture the tuple count and the processed
range query, and creates one or more new buckets as a result of each feedback. When the number of buckets
becomes too large for all the buckets to fit in the available memory, some buckets are merged. (Section 3 pro-
vides the details of the bucket insertion and merging.)
3. The STHoles+ histogram technique

In this section we first describe the existing STHoles technique, and then present the design of the new
STHoles+ technique.
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3.1. STHoles

We summarize only the key structures and operations of STHoles here. More details can be found in the
paper by Bruno et al. [4].

3.1.1. Histogram structure

As already mentioned in Section 2.3, an STHoles histogram consists of rectangular buckets that do not
overlap. Buckets, however, may be fully enclosed within another bucket. In this case, the enclosed bucket
is called the ‘‘child’’ of the enclosing bucket which is called the ‘‘parent’’. STHoles buckets thus form a tree
structure based on the parent–child relationship. Each bucket has an associated tuple count, i.e., the number
of tuples in the region covered by the bucket.

The histogram is interpreted in the following way. The volume inside a child bucket does not belong to the
parent bucket. (Thus, it appears as if the child bucket cuts a ‘‘hole’’ out of the parent bucket—hence the name
STHoles.) This means that the tuple count of a parent bucket does not reflect the tuples inside its children
buckets. Likewise, the volume of a parent bucket is the volume of the parent bucket’s rectangle minus the vol-
umes of all children buckets’ rectangles.

Example 1. Fig. 4(a) shows the buckets of an example STHoles histogram, and Fig. 4(b) shows the
corresponding tree structure of nodes, where each node is represented as the pair (bucket, tuple count). A, B,
C, and D are buckets with tuple counts of 300, 100, 50, and 50, respectively. Bucket A is the parent of bucket B

and bucket C, and bucket C is in turn the parent of bucket D. The total number of tuples reflected in the
histogram is 500 (=300 + 100 + 50 + 50). Note that tuples are not double-counted; that is, if a tuple is counted
as one in a child bucket, then it is not counted as one in the parent bucket. Likewise, the volume occupied by a
parent bucket does not include the volume occupied by its children buckets.
3.1.2. Selectivity estimation

Given a range query and an STHoles histogram, computing the selectivity estimation is straightforward
because both the buckets and queries are rectangular in shape. For each bucket in the histogram, we first com-
pute the volume of the intersecting region (if there is any) between the bucket and the query. Second, we divide
the volume of the intersecting region by the volume of the bucket. Third, we multiply the resulting fraction by
the tuple count of the bucket; this gives an approximate tuple count of the intersecting region. Once the tuple
count is computed for the intersecting region of each bucket, then we obtain the estimated selectivity of the
query by summing the approximate tuple counts of all intersecting regions and dividing the sum by the total
number of tuples in the data set.

Thus, the selectivity estimate for range query q using histogram H, est(H,q), covering a data region D is
given by
estðH ; qÞ ¼
P

b2H
vðq\bÞ

vðbÞ � f ðbÞ
f ðDÞ ð1Þ
Fig. 4. STHoles example histogram: (a) buckets and (b) tree structure of buckets.



Fig. 5. STHoles selectivity estimation.
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where f(b) and f(D) denote the tuple counts of the regions b and D, respectively, and v(b) and v(q \ b) denote
the volume of the bucket b and the volume of the intersecting region between b and q, respectively. Note, as
mentioned above, v(b) does not include the volumes of b’s children buckets, and f(b) does not include the tuple
counts of b’s children buckets.

Example 2. Fig. 5 illustrates the process of estimating the selectivity of a range query. The volume of query q

consists of 30% of the volume of A, 50% of the volume of B, and 100% of the volumes of C and D. Thus, the
selectivity estimation is computed as
ð0:3� 3000Þ þ ð0:5� 1000Þ þ 500þ 400

4900
¼ 2300

4900
¼ 0:47
3.1.3. Histogram refinement

As already mentioned in Section 2.2, STHoles is updated as a result of query feedback after the execution of
each query. Fig. 6 shows such a feedback loop added to Fig. 2. The query feedback information is comprised
of the query’s range information and the actual tuples. The sequence of histogram updates resulting from a
sequence of queries is called the histogram refinement in [4].

Histogram refinement is a two step process: bucket insertion and bucket merging. After processing each
query, new buckets are built based on the query feedback information and are inserted into the histogram.
The histogram may become too large to fit in the allocated memory if all the new buckets are inserted. In this
case, some buckets are merged until the histogram fits within the memory. We now explain each of these two
steps in more detail.
QEP enumerator

Selectivity estimator

Histogram

optimal QEP
Query

(range)

selectivity

Query Optimizer

QEP execution

Histogram refinement

query’s range
and result

Fig. 6. Query feedback loop in STHoles.
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3.1.3.1. Bucket insertion. Bucket insertion is done in two steps: identifying candidate buckets (or holes) and
adding some or all of the candidate buckets to the histogram. (‘‘Adding a bucket’’ is called ‘‘drilling a hole’’
in [4].) The first step takes place only if the query rectangle intersects at least one existing buckets. In this case,
if an intersecting region is a rectangle, then the rectangle makes a candidate. Otherwise, the intersecting region
is shrunken until it becomes a rectangle, and the resulting rectangle makes a candidate. If there are more than
one way to shrink, then the rectangle with the smallest shrunken volume is chosen. The candidate holes iden-
tified this way do not partially intersect with any existing bucket.

Each of the new candidate buckets thus identified is then added to the histogram if its tuple count is suf-
ficiently different from what would be estimated from the histogram without the bucket. The tuple count of
each new bucket is determined by counting the number of tuples that fall inside the new bucket among the
tuples returned by the query. If a new bucket is created inside an existing bucket, the tuple count of the
new bucket is subtracted from that of the enclosing bucket (i.e., the parent). Specifically, there are three cases
considered depending on how a candidate hole (c) is placed with respect to a particular existing bucket (b):

• Candidate hole c occupies exactly the same region as the bucket b. That is, box(c) = box(b), where box(Æ)
denotes the rectangle of a bucket. In this case, we do not drill the hole c but simply replace b’s tuple count
with c’s tuple count (Tc).

• Candidate hole c fills up the bucket b, that is, covers all the region remaining in b after excluding the regions
covered by all of b’s children. This is a rare case. (See Fig. 7 for an illustration.) In this case, we merge b with
its parent (bp) and then drill the hole c as a child of bp. The bucket b is removed (through the merging)
because there is no region left over for b after inserting c.

• Candidate hole c does not fill up the bucket b, that is, covers only part of the region remaining in b after
excluding the regions covered by all of b’s children. This is the most common case. In this case, we drill the
hole c inside b and update the tuple counts of the enclosing buckets.

The algorithm DrillHole in Fig. 8 summarizes these three cases.
Fig. 8. DrillHole algorithm for STHoles (adapted from [4]).
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Example 3. Fig. 9 illustrates the process of inserting new buckets into an STHoles histogram after executing a
query q. The query rectangle of q intersects with B and D. (C is enclosed in q, not intersects with q.) Since the
two intersecting regions are rectangles, the buckets E and F are identified as candidate holes. The query
rectangle also intersects with A, but the intersecting region (in a shade in the figure) is not a rectangle. This
region is thus shrunken to a rectangular region and the bucket G is identified as a candidate hole. Let us
assume the number of tuples in E is 700, in F is 150, and in G is 1000 (excluding the tuples in C). Also assume
that the tuple counts of all three buckets are different enough from what can be estimated without the buckets.
Since E is enclosed in B, E becomes a child of B, and its tuple count 700 is subtracted from the tuple count of
B. Likewise, F becomes a child of D, and its tuple count 150 is subtracted from the tuple count of D. In
addition, since G is enclosed in A, G becomes a child of A, and its tuple count 1000 is subtracted from the tuple
count of A. Note that G is the parent of C, as C is enclosed in G.
3.1.3.2. Bucket merging. When the histogram becomes too large to fit in the allocated memory, some pairs of
buckets are merged. To determine which buckets to merge, all pairs of buckets with a parent–child relation-
ship (that is, one bucket contains the other) or a sibling–sibling relationship (that is, both buckets share a com-
mon parent bucket) are examined. In a parent–child merge, if the merged child bucket has any children of its
own, the children are ‘‘adopted’’ by the parent. This is straightforward. It is a bit more complicated in a sib-
ling–sibling merge. When two siblings are merged, the merged bucket should cover as small a region as pos-
sible; this is necessary to minimize the loss of selectivity estimation accuracy. However, the minimum
bounding region may intersect with other siblings. In this case, the merged bucket should be enlarged (to
the minimum extent possible) until there is no intersecting bucket.

For each of those merged pairs, the merge penalty is calculated. The metric of the penalty is the expected
loss of selectivity estimation accuracy resulting from the merge. Then, pairs of buckets are merged starting
with the pair with the smallest merge penalty until all remaining buckets can fit in the allocated memory.
3000
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C, 500

D, 400

q

A, 3000 (A, 3000)

(B, 1000) (C, 500) (D, 400)

(A, 3000)
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Fig. 9. STHoles histogram before (a) and after (b) bucket insertion.
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In [4], the following formulas are used to compute merge penalty. (Readers are referred to [4] for details of
deriving these formulas.)

• Parent–child merge penalty: given a histogram H, the penalty of merging a parent bucket bp and a child
bucket bc into a new bucket bn is computed as:
f ðbpÞ � f ðbnÞ
vðbpÞ
vðbnÞ

����
����þ f ðbcÞ � f ðbnÞ

vðbcÞ
vðbnÞ

����
���� ð2Þ
where f(b) denotes the tuple count of the bucket b.
• Sibling–sibling merge penalty: given a histogram H, the penalty of merging two buckets b1 and b2 that have

a common parent bp into a new bucket bn is computed as:
f ðbnÞ
vold

vðbnÞ
� f ðbpÞ

vold

vðbpÞ

����
����þ f ðb1Þ � f ðbnÞ

vðb1Þ
vðbnÞ

����
����þ f ðb2Þ � f ðbnÞ

vðb2Þ
vðbnÞ

����
���� ð3Þ
where vold is the volume of the region taken from bp into bn as the outcome of finding bn; f(b) denotes the
tuple count of the bucket b.
Example 4. Fig. 10(a) illustrates merging two buckets in a parent–child relationship in an STHoles histogram.
There are two pairs of buckets that can be merged—the pair of A and B and the pair of B and C. Assume the
calculated merge penalty is smaller for the pair of A and B. Then, bucket B is merged into its parent, bucket A.
During this merge, the tuple count of the child bucket B is added to that of the parent bucket A. Besides, the
children buckets of B (in this case, bucket C) are made the children buckets of A. Finally, B is removed. The
resulting buckets are shown in Fig. 10(b).

Example 5. Fig. 11(a) illustrates merging buckets in the sibling–sibling relationship in an STHoles histogram.
There are three pairs of buckets that can be merged—the pairs of B and C, C and E, and E and B. Assume
that, among these three, the calculated merge penalty is the smallest for the pair of B and C. Then, B and C are
merged into a new bucket B 0, whose rectangle is the minimum bounding box containing B and C. The tuple
count of bucket B 0 is calculated by adding the tuple counts of B and C and the portion of A’s tuple count
corresponding to the volume taken from A into B 0. The children buckets of B and C (in this case, bucket
D) are made children of B 0. Finally, B and C are removed. The resulting buckets are shown in Fig. 11(b).
3.2. STHoles+

We describe first the quantized relative coordinate scheme used by STHoles+, and then the STHoles+ tech-
nique with a focus on the changes required according to the scheme. The main differences appear in the his-
togram structure and refinement.
Fig. 10. STHoles parent–child merge: (a) before and (b) after.



Fig. 11. STHoles sibling–sibling merge: (a) before and (b) after.
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3.2.1. Quantized relative coordinates

The idea of quantized relative coordinate scheme is similar to the one used by the A-tree [18] for indexing
high dimensional spaces. The scheme compresses the coordinates of a rectangle by (1) measuring the coordi-
nates of the rectangle relative to the coordinates of the smallest enclosing rectangle, (2) quantizing the resulting
relative coordinates, and (3) encoding the resulting value using the smallest number of bits.

Fig. 12 illustrates this scheme. A rectangle A in a d-dimensional space is represented by the two extreme
corners of the major diagonal, as ¼ has1

; as2
; . . . ; asd i and ae ¼ hae1

; ae2
; . . . ; aed i such that asi 6 aei for

i = 1,2, . . . ,d. Then, given a rectangle A � (as,ae) that contains a rectangle B � (bs,be), for each ith dimension,
i = 1,2, . . . ,d, it quantizes the start value bsi and the end value bei of the interval ðbsi ; beiÞ relative to the interval
ðasi ; aeiÞ.

Specifically, a regular grid is first created within the rectangle A, where the number of partitions in each
dimension is provided as the quantization resolution k. Then, each side of the rectangle B is aligned with
the grid. For this alignment, the start value bsi ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; dÞ is quantized using the following quantization

function QS:
QSðbsiÞ ¼
bsi � asi

aei � asi

� �
k

� �
ð4Þ
where [ Æ ] is a rounding function and asi 6 bsi < aei . Likewise, the end value bei ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; dÞ is quantized
using the following quantization function QE:
QEðbeiÞ ¼
bei � asi

aei � asi

� �
k

� �
� 1 ð5Þ
where asi < bei 6 aei . QE is essentially the same as QS, with the only exception that 1 is subtracted to keep the
resulting value between 0 and k � 1 (inclusive). This way, the quantized value can be stored using dlog2 ke bits.

Example 6. In Fig. 12, let us assume the quantization resolution k equals 8. (This value is too small to be
practical, but used here for the clarity of presentation.) The rectangles A and B are defined by the coordinates
as � has1

; as2
i ¼ h45; 25i, ae � hae1

; ae2
i ¼ h200; 100i, bs � hbs1

; bs2
i ¼ h100; 40i, and be � hbe1

; be2
i ¼ h160; 90i.

The quantized coordinates QSðbs1
Þ, QSðbs2

Þ, QEðbe1
Þ, and QEðbe2

Þ are computed as
Fig. 12. Rectangle A with a grid and rectangle B contained in A.
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QSðbs1
Þ ¼ bs1

� as1

ae1
� as1

� �
k

� �
¼ 100� 45

200� 45

� �
8

� �
¼ 3

QSðbs2
Þ ¼ bs2

� as2

ae2
� as2

� �
k

� �
¼ 40� 25

100� 25

� �
8

� �
¼ 2

QEðbe1
Þ ¼ be1

� as1

ae1
� as1

� �
k

� �
� 1 ¼ 160� 45

200� 45

� �
8

� �
� 1 ¼ 5

QEðbe2
Þ ¼ be2

� as2

ae2
� as2

� �
k

� �
� 1 ¼ 90� 25

100� 25

� �
8

� �
� 1 ¼ 6
Thus, the quantized coordinates of bs (i.e., hQSðbs1
Þ;QSðbs2

Þi) are h3,2i and the quantized coordinates of be

(i.e., hQEðbe1
Þ;QEðbe2

Þi) are h5,6i. Each coordinate value is then encoded into a binary integer of length
dlog2 ke = dlog2 8e = 3 bits, that is, as h011,010i for bs and h101,110i for be.
3.2.2. Histogram structure

Since the bucket coordinates are quantized, STHoles+ places an additional restriction on the location of
histogram buckets. That is, the quantized coordinate of a bucket in each dimension must be an integer
between 0 and k (inclusive) within its parent bucket. Here, k is the quantization resolution.

Example 7. Fig. 13(a) shows the buckets of an STHoles+ histogram that corresponds to the one shown for
STHoles in Example 1. The grid for each bucket is also shown, with the quantization resolution of the grids set
to 8. The corresponding tree structure of buckets is shown in Fig. 13(b). A, B, C, and D are buckets with tuple
counts of 308, 95, 51, and 46, respectively. These tuple counts are slightly different from those in Fig. 4. This is
due to the need for adjusting the sizes of buckets to align them with the grid lines. The tuple counts are then
obtained by counting the actual tuples in the adjusted buckets among the tuples in the query feedback.

As described in Section 3.2.1, quantized relative coordinates need dlog2 ke bits to store each coordinate
component. Since a bucket coordinate contains d components (where d is the dimensionality of the data space)
and each bucket is specified by a pair of coordinates (i.e., the start point and end point of the major diagonal),
the total amount of memory required to specify the location of a bucket is 2ddlog2 ke bits.

Table 1 compares STHoles and STHoles+ in terms of the number of buckets that can be stored within the
same amount of memory, assuming a three-dimensional data space. The calculations are based on a quanti-
zation resolution of 256 (the default value used in our experiments), a single-precision floating-point number
size of 32 bits, and a double-precision floating-point number size of 64 bits. It shows that STHoles+ stores
twice as many buckets as STHoles if STHoles uses single-precision coordinates and more than three times
as many buckets as STHoles if it uses double-precision coordinates.

In STHoles+, we introduce the notion of adapter holes. An adapter hole is a bucket used solely for increas-
ing the precision of a child bucket location. For instance, if a new bucket to be added is smaller than the grid
spacing, then an adapter hole is created to refine the grid spacing so that the new bucket can be aligned with
the grid. Adapter holes are further explained in Section 3.2.4.
Fig. 13. STHoles+ example histogram: (a) bucket (k = 8) and (b) tree structure of buckets.



Table 1
Maximum number of buckets that can be stored (dimensionality = 3)

Memory size STHoles (single-precision) STHoles (double-precision) STHoles+

512 bytes 21 12 42
1024 bytes 42 25 85
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3.2.3. Selectivity estimation

Selectivity estimation is done in the same manner as in STHoles. The only difference is that, when finding
the intersections between a query rectangle and the existing buckets, the bucket coordinates need to be con-
verted from quantized relative coordinates to absolute coordinates to be compared with the query rectangle
coordinates. The overhead of this number conversion is negligible.

Note that adapter holes are not used in calculating selectivity estimates because they do not come from que-
ries and, therefore, have no associated tuple counts. Thus, if a query rectangle intersects an adapter hole, the
overlapping region is assumed to have the density of the adapter hole’s parent bucket.

3.2.4. Histogram refinement
In the bucket insertion and merging process, the quantized relative coordinate scheme necessitates two

additional operators specific to STHoles+: snap-in and snap-out. The snap-in operator quantizes the coordi-
nates of a new bucket so that it shrinks to fit the grid lines of the parent bucket. In contrast, the snap-out oper-
ator quantizes them so that a new bucket expands to fit the grid lines of the parent bucket. Figs. 14 and 15
illustrate these two operators. Their algorithms are straightforward, and are shown in Figs. 16 and 17,
respectively.

Snap-in is needed to align the sides of a new bucket with the parent bucket’s grid lines. The reason for snap-
ping in for the alignment is as follows. A new bucket is originated from a query rectangle, and data inside the
query rectangle is assumed to be uniformly distributed (for the purpose of selectivity estimation) but data out-
side the query rectangle is not. Thus, we do not allow a query rectangle to expand along any dimensional axis.
In other words, only snap-in is allowed.

The snap-out operator is needed for the following reason. If a new bucket is too small to enclose any grid
cell of the parent bucket, then a snap-in causes the new bucket to disappear (i.e., to zero volume). This prob-
lem can be avoided by making the grid spacing small enough to house the new bucket. An adapter hole is
needed for this purpose. If a hole disappears as a result of snap-in, an adapter hole is created by snapping
out the new bucket. Given the same quantization resolution, the resulting adapter hole has a grid spacing
smaller than that of the parent bucket, thus allowing the new bucket to be inserted. In case the new bucket
is extremely small compared with the parent bucket’s grid spacing, then adapter holes may need to be nested,
created recursively until the grid spacing becomes small enough to house the new bucket.

Example 8. Fig. 18 shows two new buckets B1 and B2, neither of which can be snapped in. Therefore, the
adapter holes A1 and A2 are created by snapping out B1 and B2, respectively, and then B1 and B2 are snapped
in to B1 0 and B2 0 within the grids of A1 and A2, respectively.
Fig. 14. Bucket before (a) and after (b) snap-in.



Fig. 15. Bucket before (a) and after (b) snap-out.

Fig. 16. Snap-in algorithm of STHoles+.

Fig. 17. Snap-out algorithm of STHoles+.
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3.2.4.1. Bucket insertion. The bucket insertion algorithm of STHoles+ differs from that of STHoles only in the
second step, that is, ‘‘drilling a hole.’’ Fig. 19 shows the DrillHole algorithm of STHoles+. Compared with the
algorithm in STHoles, the main difference comes from the use of adaptor holes. Another difference is that we
do not consider Case 2, the case in which a candidate hole c occupies a bucket b’s remaining space. In this case,
b is merged with its parent in STHoles. This, however, cannot be done in STHoles+ because STHoles+ allows
only leaf nodes to be merged (see the description of bucket merging below). Omitting this case has hardly any
adverse effect on the performance of STHoles+, since it is a rare case.



Fig. 18. Adapter hole creation.

Fig. 19. DrillHole algorithm for STHoles+.
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Now, let us describe the details of the algorithm. First, if the candidate hole c occupies exactly the same
region covered by the bucket b, the algorithm simply replaces b’s tuple count by c’s tuple count without dril-
ling a hole; this is the same as Case 1 in STHoles (lines 1–2). Otherwise (i.e., if c occupies only part of b, i.e.,
Case 3 of STHoles), c is snapped in to the grid of b; if the snap-in causes c to disappear (i.e., size becomes
zero), then adapter holes are created recursively until the last (smallest) adapter hole is small enough to let
c snap-in without disappearing (lines 4–7). Then, the snapped-in c is drilled as a child of b in the same manner
as in STHoles (lines 9–11). Adapter holes do not have tuple counts associated with them and, therefore, the
tuple count of b is updated only if b is not an adapter hole; if b is an adaptor hole, then we update the tuple
count of the closest ancestor of b that is not an adapter hole (lines 12–16).

3.2.4.2. Bucket merging. In addition to the modifications for snap-in’s and possible adapter holes, we make
another modification to STHoles’ bucket merging process: bucket merging is considered only at leaf nodes
of the parent–child bucket tree. In other words, in the case of a parent–child merge, the child bucket must
not contain any child of its own and, in the case of a sibling–sibling merge, neither bucket may contain
any child. The reason is that, if non-leaf nodes were to be merged, then all the buckets contained in the merged
bucket would have to be realigned (i.e., snapped in) with the grid of the merged bucket. Then, the tuple counts
of the realigned buckets must be calculated assuming uniform tuple density—not counted from the actual
tuples—because the tuples in the previous query feedback are not available anymore. (Besides, the realign-
ments change the bucket locations to some extent.) This results in a decrease of the histogram accuracy. As
mentioned above in the discussion of bucket insertion, the only problem caused by limiting the merge to
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non-leaf nodes is the omission of STHole’s Case 2 in the bucket insertion algorithm. Since this case is very
rare, the penalty for this modification is negligible.

Furthermore, in a parent–child merging, we should check if the parent is an adapter hole and, if it is, delete
it and check its parent. As a result, all adapter holes between a child and its closest non-adapter hole ancestor
are deleted during the merge. A sibling–sibling merge works the same way as in STHoles except that only leaf
nodes are considered (for the reason explained above). No special care is needed to handle adapter holes for
sibling–sibling merges, since only leaf nodes are merged and an adapter hole cannot be a leaf node.

3.2.5. Build and refine

Fig. 20 describes a high level algorithm of STHoles+, from building the initial histogram to refining it with
the addition of new queries. The algorithm shown here is the same as that shown in the STHoles paper [4]
except for the following three differences. First, DrillHole is the new algorithm shown in Fig. 19. Second,
merging is done the way described above in the bucket merging part of Section 3.2.4. Third, unlike STHoles
the root bucket is never expanded, since expanding the root bucket would change the resolution of its grid
lines, which then would require all its children to be realigned to the new grid lines. This would have a cas-
cading effect on the children of its children, etc. To prevent the need to expand the root bucket, we normalize
both queries and data space to the range of [0,1] in each dimension of the multi-dimensional space. For
instance, in a three-dimensional space, the closest (to the origin) corner and the farthest (from the origin) cor-
ner of the root bucket are located at the coordinates h0,0,0i and h1,1,1i, respectively.

4. Experiments

We have conducted experiments to compare the selectivity estimation accuracy of STHoles+ against that of
STHoles with a focus on the following factors: query distribution, memory limit, quantization resolution, and
data space dimensionality.

4.1. Experiment setup

4.1.1. Data sets

We use both real data sets and synthetic data sets. The real data sets are generated from 500,000 tuples
sampled from the Year 2000 US Census Bureau data. Using these sample tuples, we have generated two real
data sets. One is for a two-dimensional data space defined by the attributes Age and Income; the other is for a
three-dimensional data space defined by the attributes Age, Income, and Weight. We refer to the former as
Census2D and the latter as Census3D. Fig. 21(a) depicts the Census2D data with Age on the horizontal axis
and Income on the vertical axis. These real data sets are very similar to those used in [4], but there are still
Fig. 20. BuildAndRefine algorithm of STHoles+.



Fig. 21. Data sets: (a) Census2D and (b) Gauss2D.
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significant differences. These differences cause the STHoles performances obtained in our experiments to be
quite different from those reported in [4]. (See Appendix A for details.)

The synthetic data sets are populated with a multi-Gaussian distribution. This distribution simulates non-
uniform real data and consists of a number of overlapping Gaussian bells, each centered on its own peak and
containing the same number of tuples. Table 2 summarizes the parameters of the distribution: dimensionality
of the data space (d), number of tuples in the data set (N), domain of the attribute defining the data space (R),
number of Gaussian bells (p), and standard deviation of each Gaussian distribution (r). Using these parameter
values, we have generated data sets with dimensionality from two to eight. Among these, only the two-dimen-
sional and three-dimensional data sets are used in all experiments except the one for varying the dimension-
ality of data space. We refer to the two-dimensional data set as Gauss2D and the three-dimensional one as
Gauss3D. Fig. 21(b) shows the Gauss2D data set.
4.1.2. Query workloads
We use two types of query workloads. One type, called data-centered, is created by choosing the query cen-

ters from the same distribution as the data set. This results in queries that ‘‘follow the data pattern,’’ which
simulates users querying regions where tuples are expected to exist—for example, Age between 22 and 55
and Income between $20,000 and $200,000. The other type, called uniform, is created by choosing the query
centers from the uniform distribution. In both types, the volume of the query rectangle is set to 1% of the vol-
ume of the entire data space. This is the same size as that used in [4] for STHoles.
4.1.3. Histogram settings
Unless stated otherwise, histograms are given 1024 bytes of memory. STHoles+ uses the quantization res-

olution of 256 by default. For each experiment, the first 1000 queries are used as a training set to initialize the
histogram and, subsequently, a workload consisting of another 1000 queries is used to measure the accuracy of
the selectivity estimation.
4.1.4. Performance metrics

Given a query workload W, we use the normalized absolute error as the measure of selectivity estimation
accuracy, calculated as
Table 2
Data set parameters for the multi-Gaussian distribution

Parameter description Value

d: Data space dimensionality 2–8
N: Data set cardinality 500,000
R: Data attribute domain [0,1)d

p: Number of Gaussian bells 20
r: Gaussian standard deviation 0.025



Fig. 22
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P
q2W jestðH ; qÞ � actðD; qÞjP
q2W jestunifðqÞ � actðD; qÞj ð6Þ
where est(H,q) denotes the selectivity estimated using the histogram H for a range query q in W, and act(D,q)
denotes the actual selectivity observed for the range query q on the data set D, and estunif(q) is the selectivity
estimated for the range query q assuming that the entire data space has a uniform tuple density. That is,
estunifðqÞ ¼
vðqÞ
vðDÞ ð7Þ
where v(q) and v(D) are the volumes of q and D, respectively. Note that relative errors are not suitable because
they are easily biased by data with small values; absolute errors are not suitable, either, because they vary
greatly for different data sets while we compare the errors for different data sets in our experiments.

4.2. Experiment results

In the first experiment, the query distribution is varied. In the second experiment, the memory limit is var-
ied. In the third experiment, the quantization resolution is varied for STHoles+. In the fourth experiment, the
dimensionality of data space is varied.

4.2.1. Experiment 1: Varying query distribution

Fig. 22 shows the normalized absolute errors of STHoles and STHoles+ for data-centered and uniform
query workloads. In the figure, STHoles+ outperforms STHoles for both types of workload across all real
and synthetic data sets used. This stems from the ability of STHoles+ to store more buckets than STHoles
in the same amount of memory and, thus, model the data distribution more accurately.

The accuracy is higher for the data-centered query workload than for the uniform. The reason for this is as
follows. In the case of a data-centered query workload, more queries occur in regions with tuples. This leads to
more optimal refinement of the histogram and, thus, a more accurate modeling in these regions. Moreover,
those regions have higher variance of tuple density (in the Gaussian bell shape) than the rest of the data space.
More accurately modeling regions with higher variance of tuple density leads to higher selectivity estimation
accuracy.

4.2.2. Experiment 2: Varying memory limit

Fig. 23 shows the normalized absolute errors of STHoles and STHoles+ for the maximum memory limit
varying from 128 bytes to 8192 bytes by a factor of two. The query workloads used are data-centered. In
the figure, the errors decrease as the memory limit increases for both STHoles and STHoles+. This comes nat-
urally from the increasing number of buckets that can be stored.
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. Normalized absolute error for varying query distribution. (a) Data-centered query distribution. (b) Uniform query distribution.
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Fig. 23. Normalized absolute error for varying memory limit: (a) Census2D, (b) Census3D, (c) Gauss2D and (d) Gauss3D.
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Moreover, the errors approach the minimum asymptotically and then stop decreasing as the memory limit
increases beyond a certain amount. This indicates that the benefit of storing additional buckets decreases as
more buckets are added. The reason for this is that, since queries are localized around data within certain spa-
tial regions, their selectivity estimation can be done using only a small subset of buckets in the histogram. Add-
ing more memory beyond the amount needed for those buckets does not contribute to the selectivity
estimation accuracy so much.

Between STHoles and STHoles+, STHoles+ outperforms STHoles by a larger margin as memory becomes
more limited. This is because when the memory is more limited, the buckets STHoles+ can store in addition to
those of STHoles are more likely to be the ones used for selectivity estimation. (Interestingly, STHoles+ does
not outperform STHoles as much when the memory is ‘‘extremely’’ limited. This is because in that case there
are too few buckets available for either algorithm to properly model the distribution of 500,000 point data
sets.) By the same token, the performances of STHoles and STHoles+ become the same as sufficient memory
becomes available for both.

4.2.3. Experiment 3: Varying quantization resolution

Fig. 24 shows the normalized absolute error of STHoles+ and the average number of adaptor holes created
per query by STHoles+ for the quantization resolution varying widely from 16 (i.e., 24) to 230. We show the
normalized absolute error of STHoles using a flat line since it does not quantize bucket coordinates. The query
workloads used are data-centered.

There are three objectives for conducting this experiment: (1) to observe the sensitivity of STHoles+’s per-
formance to the changes in quantization resolution, (2) to observe the difference between the performance
STHoles+ and STHoles with varying quantization resolution, and (3) to see the effect of adapter holes on
selectivity estimation accuracy of STHoles+. Regarding the first objective, we observe that the performance
curve of STHoles+ stays nearly constant at the bottom for a large range of quantization resolution. This
means that tuning the STHoles+ performance by varying quantization resolution is very easy. Regarding
the second objective, we observe that STHoles+ outperforms STHoles for a wide range of quantization
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Fig. 24. Normalized absolute error (left column) and the number of adapter holes created by STHoles+ (right column) for varying
quantization resolution: (a) Census2D, (b) Census2D, (c) Census3D, (d) Census3D, (e) Gauss2D, (f) Gauss3D, (g) Gauss3D and (h)
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Fig. 25. Normalized absolute error for varying dimensionality of data space. (a) Data-centered query distribution. (b) Uniform query
distribution.
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resolution and (not surprisingly) the performance advantage decreases as the quantization resolution
increases. Regarding the third objective, by comparing the left column and the right column of the figure,
we observe that selectivity estimation accuracy increases as the average number of adapter holes decreases.

STHoles+ performs worse than STHoles if the quantization resolution is ‘‘too low’’ (e.g., 16). This can be
explained as follows. If the quantization resolution is too low, the grid spacing is too large and, therefore, too
many adapter holes are created. Since adapter holes are not used for selectivity estimation but only consumes
memory space, their existence degrades the performance by displacing buckets that could otherwise be used to
estimate the selectivity more accurately. On the other hand, as the quantization resolution becomes large
enough, the performance of STHoles+ eventually approaches that of STHoles. This is because the bucket size
approaches that of STHoles and the number of adapter holes decreases.

4.2.4. Experiment 4: Varying dimensionality of data space

Fig. 25 shows the normalized absolute errors of STHoles and STHoles+ for the dimensionality of data
space varying from two to eight. Query workloads used for Fig. 25(a) are data-centered, and those for
Fig. 25(b) are uniform. In the figure, the errors increase with the dimensionality for both STHoles and
STHoles+. This is because of the increasing size of buckets due to an increasing number of coordinate com-
ponents, which decreases the number of buckets that can be stored within the same amount of memory.

Between STHoles and STHoles+, STHoles+ always performs better than or the same as STHoles.
This comes naturally from the smaller bucket size of STHoles+, which leads to storing more buckets than
STHoles.
5. Conclusion

5.1. Summary

In this paper, we have proposed bucket location compression as an approach for building and maintaining
more memory-efficient arbitrary layout histograms. To demonstrate the effectiveness of this approach, we
have presented STHoles+, the first multi-dimensional histogram that uses bucket location compression to
improve the memory-efficiency of histogram buckets. STHoles+ extends the state-of-the-art STHoles by using
quantized relative coordinates to compress bucket coordinates. As a result, STHoles+ stores more buckets
than STHoles within the same amount of memory. Thus, more information about the data distribution
can be retained, and consequently the selectivity estimation accuracy is increased.

Experimental results confirm that STHoles+ achieves higher accuracy (up to 30%) than STHoles for vary-
ing query distribution, memory limit, quantization resolution, and data space dimensionality. From these
experimental results we conclude that STHoles+ is preferable to STHoles for accurate selectivity estimation.
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5.2. Future work

We plan to investigate techniques for bucket location compression for GenHist. Another direction of future
work is to further improve the selectivity estimation accuracy of STHoles+ by taking changing query patterns
into account when refining the histogram. We plan to address this issue by introducing a bucket aging scheme.
In this scheme, a flag is initially set on every bucket created. The flag is then cleared when the bucket overlaps a
query and, thus, is used to estimate the selectivity of the query. At the time of calculating the merge penalty,
the merge penalty is scaled down for buckets on which the flag is set (because the buckets have not been used
recently). This way, the histogram stores more distribution information of data in more recently queried
regions of the data space, thereby using the limited memory more efficiently.
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Appendix A. A Reason for the STHoles performance discrepancies

We explain in this section why the performances of STHoles in our experiments are worse than those
reported in [4]. For our investigation, we have obtained the Census data sets (Census2D and Census3D) used
in [4]. (The metadata, including the attributes of data points, have not been provided.) Then, we have found
that our data sets have two main differences from the data sets used in [4]: data distribution and data set size.
Conclusion of our investigation is that the difference in data distribution, particularly the correlation among
attributes, is the main cause. We now explain each of the two main differences further.

Data distribution: Although the exact attributes of data sets are unknown to us, we are able to match the
attributes to those of our data sets. The plots of data points in Fig. 26 show that there are higher correlations
Fig. 26. Distributions of real data sets used in [4] and in this paper. Each pair of the three attributes of Census3D used in [4] (a) and in this
paper (b).
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among attributes in the data sets used in [4]. (Note that our data sets cover a larger region of the data space.) If
attributes are more correlated, a smaller number of buckets placed at the right places can reduce the error sig-
nificantly. Conversely, if the attributes are less correlated, then more buckets are needed to achieve the same
performance. Therefore, naturally the performances reported in [4] are better than those reported in this
paper.

Data set size: The sizes of data sets used in [4] are 145,917 data points for Census2D and 165,428 data
points for Census3D, in contrast to 500,000 in our experiments. We have done the same experiments using
50,000 data points, which is one-tenth of 500,000, and observed that the performance discrepancies are similar
regardless of the data set size. Thus, data set size is not likely to be a cause.
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